The study of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) in living organisms has produced contradictory results over the past few decades. Though the protocol for measuring FA is firmly established, the sources of FA remain unclear in many cases. Our goal is to study the relationship between FA and both the concentration of biomarkers of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the body condition in a medium-sized mammal, the European wild boar (Sus scrofa). Using a Partial Least Squares regression (PLSr) we found a positive significant relationship between oxidative stress and FA but a negative relationship between oxidative stress and body condition of boar. Our results may suggest that FA can be used to assess the physiological cost associated with oxidative stress in mammals. 
INTRODUCTION
For more than two decades, Thornill and Møller (1997) [50] defined Developmental stability (DS), as the ability of a genotype to undergo stable development of a phenotype under given environmental conditions, has been proposed as a proxy for health status in a broad range of live organisms Deviations from developmental stability (e.g., Developmental Instability, DI)
arise from the disruptive effects of a wide range of environmental and genetic stresses, and these deviations are usually measured in terms of fluctuating asymmetry (FA, see [24, 40, 50] ).
However, FA is not fully accepted by the scientific community since it has been detected in the absence of stress [42] . Moreover, the lack of knowledge about the factors that predict associations between FA and stress sometimes hamper its use as an ecological indicator [47] . Nevertheless, the number of studies showing how FA increases with environmental stress (e.g., food restriction) continues to grow every year [23] .
In this work, we will explore whether oxidative stress is a source of developmental instability in a medium-sized mammal. The formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is associated with the pathology of animal and plant diseases, as well as natural aging of individuals [5, 28] . In fact, oxidative damage of DNA appears to be the overwhelmingly primary cause of mutation [15] . One of the main advantages of measuring FA in large mammal populations is the time required by individuals to achieve their full size. This would provide sufficient time for symmetrical structures to express developmental instability in the case of stress, making it easy to measure FA. Typical structures for measuring FA in large mammals are antlers [43] , jaws [45] , and tusks [19] .
In this work, we aim to contribute to the study of FA in terrestrial vertebrate organisms using the wild boar (Sus scrofa) as a study model. In this wild pig, both the maxillary and the mandible permanent canines are developed as tusks [34] . The opposing maxillary and mandibular tusks wear each other down, thereby maintaining the normal length and functional shape of the teeth. There is a lifelong presence of formative tissues at the apical end of all dental pieces, and thus the teeth exhibit continuous growth that is especially evident in the tusks [36] . Hence, tusks are susceptible to developmental instability and consequently show fluctuating asymmetry.
The use of a metric trait such as tusk width implies continuous variation that allows the detection of differences between sides, or departures from FA, only limited by measurement precision and accuracy [40] . Metric trait measurements can be directly tested for dependence of the absolute differences between the right and left sides (|R-L|) on overall size for each trait and the contribution of measurement error relative to FA. ROS-induced damage to DNA or cell membranes may disrupt cell replication, presenting the possibility that individual differences in susceptibility to oxidative stress should be associated with FA [20] .
In this work, we explore the relationships between wild boar oxidative status and both FA and body condition in a medium-sized mammal using a Partial Least Squares regression (PLSr). The positive relationships between oxidative status and tusk FA suggest that developmental instability is affected by oxidative stress in mammals. In the same line, the negative relationship between oxidative status and body condition confirms the importance of measuring body condition as a general indicator of health in wildlife populations.
MATERIALS & METHODS

Study area
The study area is located in the National Game Reserve "Ports de Tortosa i Beseit" (NGRPTB), north-eastern Spain (40º 48' 28" N, 0º 19' 17'' E). The NGRPTB is a limestone mountain massif of about 28,000 ha that shows a high level of orographic complexity, which results in a rugged and abrupt terrain formed by numerous canyons, ravines and steep slopes. About 28% of the surface is above 1000 m.a.s.l. The mean annual temperature in the reserve is 13.7ºC (min= 1.6ºC in December -February, max = 30ºC in July Using the jaws, age of boars was determined by the eruption of dentition pattern [7] . For the calculation of the FA index soft tissues were removed from fresh jaws before they were boiled in a 1% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution. Once cleaned and dry, basal width (medial view) of the right and left tusks of each boar was measured twice by the same observer at different times in order to minimize inter-observer variability [40] . Measurements for one or both tusks were missing for some individuals, so these entries were removed from the data pool resulting in a definitive number of 40 individuals generated by a cellular immune response. SOD catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide measured by the inhibition degree of cytocrome C by this enzyme. The method followed for its estimation was that proposed by [12] . The GPX (mU/mg) concentration, a selenium-dependent protein that catalyzes the reaction of hydrogen peroxides into water and alcohol, was determined by estimating NADPH oxidation by the method proposed by [9] . The enzymatic activity of the GR (mU/mg) was measured by the same mechanism following the method described by [13] . On the other hand, CAT (U/mg) catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide produced in damaged tissues to water and oxygen. CAT was estimated following the previously described method 
Statistical analysis
The index used in the measurement of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) was FA1 according to [40] . This index provides an absolute (unsigned) measure of the asymmetry. The FA1 index is easily and intuitively interpreted and gives a direct indication of the level of asymmetry present within the sample for the chosen trait. FA1 was chosen because it is easy to compute and represents an unbiased estimator of the sample standard deviation. In addition, it can be directly subjected to the ANOVA testing procedure. According to [40] , it is the most generally useful index for moderate to large sample sizes (e.g., 30 -50) and is recommended where directional asymmetry and antisymmetry are absent and mainly where |R-L| is not dependent on overall size.
The analysis partially followed the step-by-step guide developed by [41] .
The first steps of the guide emphasize the detection of outlier and aberrant individuals. The initial approach was a normality analysis of the difference between replicated measurement values (M2-M1) followed by a series of visual inspections of scatter plots and histograms of these replicate measurement differences by individual. This simple procedure provided an immediate indication of bad measurements and potential outlier data points.
Once these points were detected, a Grubb's statistical test for outliers was performed. Once the potential outliers were confirmed and excluded, a graph plot of R-L versus the average length of the replicated measurements was used to confirm the nonexistence of any additional potential outlier.
The next step consisted of a test for between-sides differences due to measurement error and was carried out with a mixed model ANOVA of sides (fixed factor) * individuals (random factor). This test was used to determine the existence of directional asymmetry and the dependence of the side length differences on individuals. The analysis of asymmetry variation was justified because the between-sides variation was significantly greater than that expected due to measurement error (Sides * individuals, F 1, 79 = 15, P < 
, females and males respectively). Between-sides variance was 10.8 % for females and 42.8 % for males. Thus, differences between replicated measurements were lower than the absolute differences between right and left sides of the trait.
A residual analysis confirmed the requirements of mixed models (e.g., linearity, homocedasticity and normality). Finally, the potential size 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Only one individual expressing aberrant levels of asymmetry was removed from the data pool. Our mixed ANOVA confirmed that R-L differences The PLSr analysis provided a first factor based on the combination of the biomarkers of oxidative stress explaining 24 % of the variance of FA and body condition of wild boar. CAT was the most important biomarker explaining more than 54 % of the bloc describing oxidative stress, followed by TBARS with 42% and SOD with 1.4 % ( Table 2) 
